Their stability boundary and asymptotics arc obtained by the WKB analysis.
when the flow is weak, and develop localized wave envelopes, as observed in [2] , when the flow strength increases.
The stability boundary and the onset of the traveling cells are identified.
SOLUTAL TRANSPORT EQUATIONS
Consider a dilute binary alloy solidifying into a cellular flow field. The averaged solid-liquid interface moves in a constant velocity I'. The solute rejected on the interface has a partition coefficient k and diffusivity D in the liquid. We invoke the 'frozen temperature approximation'
[9] that gives the temperature T in the solid and liquid permanently by T = To + Gz, where G Ote+(v-_,) .Vc=V2c.
In the above formulation we have assumed the mclt to be an incompressible, Newtonian liquid. The Schmidt number Sc = u/D measures the strength of liquid viscosity to the solute diffusivity.
On the solid-liquid interface z = h (.r, y, t) , the noslip condition v = 0 is applied. It is also assumcd that the density change upon solidification is negligible, and the velocity v approacbes the far-field distribution v_ 2rr as z --_ ec. The field v_ is _-periodic in z and is the driving force of the convective flow. The solute boundary conditions on the interface consist of the mass conservation law and a local thermodynamic equilibrium:
Here, fi is the unit normal vector pointing into the liquid phase, _,,, the speed of the front normal to itself, and _; the mean curvature, a functional of the interface shape function h. The mass conservation law (2) The given cellular flow has a spatial period -3-, which is considered to be much longer than the morphologi- 
The parameter s distinguishes a general class of flows [2] . Its magnitude represents the thickness of the viscous boundary layer near the interface. Flow type in (4) While the flow field is treated as an approximate solution to the momentum transport equation, the resulting solutal and interfacial profiles (co, h0) can bc obtained by introducing the expansions co(c_.r, z) _ e h°-: + _5fl (z) cosax, 
DYNAMICS IN SLOW VARIABLES
The imposed flow field breaks the rotational symmetry of the plane surface. We shall subject the basic state Formally, we assume a perturbation expansion: (6) will then need to be modified.
In this regime we rescale the flow parameter c__ #4eft* such that the flow interacts with the morphological instability at O(_3). The slow-variable dynamics is then rewritten OTh = {m + 5" sin CtrlOo + XaS* cosaq}h + c20_h-.hltd 2, (7) where ,k = X (k,l",s) is an O (1) tion (7) is a singular perturbation problem with the surfacetension force ee0_h now acting as a regularization term.
LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
To determine the initial behavior of small disturbances we neglect the nonlinear terms in (6, 7). It is convenient in the analysis to study only the normal mode: h(r, r) _ ei_'_hOl), and have the disturbance wavevector oriented either with a" or y axis (cf. figure 2b, c). The deduced system are then referred to as '2d' and 'longitudinal' (3d) rolls respectively, according to their relevant morphological structures:
longitudinal roll: {m -i_:
XacY* cosaq}h + e-O_h = 0.
As noted, the longitudinal-roll equation is a singular The oscillatory modes are in agreement with the travelingcell solutions observed in [2] , in which cells are traveling in the flow direction, with the amplitude confined in narrow envelopes located between the stagnation points (figure 6).
Our analysis also indicates that the flow stabilizes the 2d disturbance since the marginal morphological number me has been delayed (me > 0), but destabilizes the 3d disturbance with the instability occurs before the pure morphological instability (me < 0). A WKB type analysis delivers the asymptotics of the stability boundaries and the local structures: This changes its wavenumber so that the local fl becomes larger or smaller than the critical value for the pure morphological instability. The surface ten-
